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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment
Compulsory REVISION comments

The idea and the manner in which the authors of this article presented their
assumptions and findings on covert technological activities in the global
atmosphere is admirable but, for attaining a more balanced approach, they are
suggested to think whether the following two suggestions deserve attention too:
1. The hypothesis of “a secret international agreement” is “presumably”
considered to be true and, therefore, is strikingly repeated more times
throughout the article. Please be aware that:
a) scientific debates should be well defended and supported with solid
evidence and facts and, as long as the authors are not able to provide at
least credible, convincing proofs to support their clear-cut statements,
they should withstand a more prudent approach;
b) the freedom of opinion and speech, no matter how rightfully supported
with hard facts they may be, is no substitute for sheer cause-effect
fundamental truth.
2. The authors seem to leave an important issue out of their debate, namely
there are specific international and national laws, regulations and provisions
supporting the legal, although differing, interventions in the atmosphere (e.g.
cloud-seeding) and, therefore, they should also accept the fact that, unless
such activities are completely banned on legal grounds, they may still be
performed within the legal limits they are permitted. It’s unfair but it’s also
true ! So, which truth prevails? The judicial or the scientific one? Or the
ethical one?

Minor REVISION comments

Please provide explicit reference for Figure 3.

Optional/General comments

The review article debating on the overall potential disruptive and destructive effects of
particulate aerial spraying is not quite an unbiased approach on a most vital weather
warfare issue but its extremely well documented content with objective scientific facts, its
clearly and systematically defended conclusions and, above all, its consistency and full
compliance with findings which have already been certified by the International Program of
Chemical Safety, through its Environmental Health Criteria published series, turns it into
more than an overview of Gordon J.F. MacDonalds’ forecasts; it actually stands for a proofsound account of serious scientific premises and findings related to one of nowadays most
important taboo problems: an increasing weaponized atmosphere and environment at all
costs.
The wide display of objective, scientific arguments; the abundant references, facts and
figures supporting all statements; the clear and systematic organization of problems and
plans of reference; the correct explanation of natural processes and tele-connections; the
plain, perfect English language etc. are some of the main attributes pleading for the
acceptance and publication of this article which in fact, voices up an “inconvenient truth”…,
thus taking sides on Man’s survival in an endangered environment.
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